This study examined the pressurization smoke control method in the congregated vertical shaft in case of an underground fire.
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DESIGN OF CONGREGATED VERTICAL SHAFT EXHAUST SYSTEM WITH VESTIBULE PRESSURIZATION SMOKE CONTROL IN UNDERGROUND
�� �� * � ��� �� * � ��� �� * � ��� �� * � ��� � * � Tomoe UCHIBORI, Tetsuya AKIYAMA, Takayuki MATSUSHITA, Koji FUJITA and Satoru TAKADA This study examined the pressurization smoke control method in the congregated vertical shaft in case of an underground fire.
The pressurization smoke control can secure a refuge route by preventing an invasion of smoke to lobby. The congregated vertical shaft exhaust system is a method to shut smoke out of a room. However, it can happen that smoke exhausted from a lower floor leaks from an exhaust opening of an upper floor congregated vertical shaft. Therefore, in this study, for the purpose of grasping the behavior of the leakage of smoke in congregated vertical shaft with pressurization smoke control system, an equation to determine the rate of smoke leakage from the dimension of the building and the behavior of the fire is shown theoretically. 
